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Objective

The goal of this report is to outline the methods that were used to evaluate the transit system
within Carver County. In looking at Carver County the primary focus was to identify underserved
areas in the county and ensure that residents' transit needs are met now and in the future. To
do so, the project team relied on ridership data that was supplied by the transit providers as well
as population/demographic data that was collected. This report will break down the methods
that were used in analyzing the ridership data as well as the population/demographic data.

Provided Data
For this project there were three primary transit data sets that were used to make
recommendations about the transit system. Ridership data was provided by SouthWest Transit,
TransitLink and Metro Mobility. Population and demographic data was sourced from public
databases or provided by Carver County.
SouthWest Transit Ridership
●

Data was provided for 2015–2019

●

Ridership data included monthly ridership of each route offered by SouthWest

●

Data did not include number of riders who used each stop on the route

TransitLink Rides Carver-Scott
●

Data was provided for 2016–2019

●

Ridership data included ride date and pick up / drop off locations

●

Locations were recorded as city of origin and destination, specific street
addresses were not recorded

Metro Mobility Ridership
●

Data was provided for 2016–2019

●

Ridership data included ride date and pick up / drop off locations

Carver County Population Projections
●

Projected out through 2040, in ten year increments

●

Separated by city or township within Carver County

Planned Land Use Maps
●

Found in both the Carver County 2040 Comprehensive Plan and as a separate
Planned Land Use document

Demographic Information
●

Sourced from public databases, primarily Social Explorer and US Census Bureau

Ridership Data
Seasonality Trends
An aspect that the project team wanted to take into consideration was looking at trends in
ridership during different times of the year. The first data set that this was done with was the
SouthWest Transit data. From SouthWest Transit the team was provided with monthly ridership
data. This allowed the team to easily look for trends in terms of seasonality. Using Excel the
team plotted the ridership numbers against the date. On this graph the ridership was displayed
on the y-axis while the date was displayed on the x-axis. With the graph created it could easily
be analyzed looking for months that had higher or lower ridership. When a time of high/low
ridership was identified, the team would then look to the next year to see if the ridership trend
occurred then too. Seeing an influx of ridership during specific months could cause the transit
providers to have to provide more services in order to serve the population. This was the main
motivation the team had in looking at the seasonality trends of these routes.
Fixed Route Analysis
In looking at the fixed route transportation data set, the team used two methods in order to
identify ridership trends. The first method that was used was looking at overall ridership of
routes. To do so, the team found the average number of riders per year of each route. The team
thought this was significant because it gave insight into which routes were most frequently used.
In identifying those routes the team then looked at their geographic location and where they
were in location to population centers.
The other method that was used for looking at the fixed route data set was looking at the
ridership of individual routes. The team wanted to identify which routes were seeing increases in
ridership over time and which routes were seeing decreases in ridership. To see these trends
the team utilized the scatter plot chart in excel. The number of riders was plotted on the y - axis
while the date was plotted on the x - axis. After the points were plotted, a linear trendline was
added to the graph. The trendline was an important feature to add because it made ridership
trends visual.

Route 698 Ridership

As seen in the graph above the ridership for Route 698 is displayed, From the trendline it can
easily be seen that in the last four years the route has seen a slight decline in ridership. The
negative slope of the trendline also highlights this fact. This was important information that was
later utilized in making recommendations to the county. This process was repeated for all other
routes in the data set.

Rideshare Trends
The team identified one main issue when originally looking at the TransitLink and Metro Mobility
data. It was realized that the data sets did not specifically represent residents of Carver County.
For example in the TransitLink data there were several observations that had a pick-up location
and drop off location of Scott County. This created an issue for the data set as it was not
representing the target population. To remedy this situation the team created a list of all cities
that are contained within Carver County lines. Using the list the data was filtered to have the
following relationships.
●

Rides that originated in Carver County

●

Rides that had a destination of Carver County

●

Rides that both originated and had a destination of Carver County

To filter the data to have these relationships, the filtering tool within Excel was used. The
screenshot below shows how cities within Carver County were selected.

Excel Filter

After the data was filtered to represent Carver County residents, the total number of rides
starting and ending in each city was needed. To do this the filter function was again utilized. To
calculate the number of rides starting and ending at each city the team would select that city
using the filter function. This would then reduce the data set to show the rides representing that
city. Using excel, the number of pick-up/ drop off observations were counted. This information
was then recorded in a new excel spreadsheet.
Having the total number of pick-ups and drop offs for each location allowed the team to utilize
the project sponsor from Carver County. The sponsor had expertise in creating heat maps. The
team was able to send the spreadsheet with the total number of rides to the sponsor to have a
heat map of ridership created.

Pick-up Location Heat Map

The visual above displays that heat map that was created for TransitLink ridership in Carver
County. The dark blue hue represents the areas that saw the highest frequency of ridership,
while the light yellow displays areas of a lower frequency. The team later used this map to
compare with population density maps and other infrastructure maps to make recommendations
on how to better improve Carvers transit system. This process was done for both the TransitLink
data set as well as the Metro Mobility data set.

Population and Demographic Data
Population Projections
Carver County provided population projections through the year 2040 in alignment with the
County’s 2040 Comprehensive Plan. These projections were broken down into 10 year
increments (2010, 2020, 2030, 2040) and included projections for the number of households
and employment rates. The population, households, and employment projections were further
separated by city and township within Carver County allowing the project team to look for
community specific trends in population and employment.

Population projections provided by Carver County

Calculations to find the percentage of people employed within a given community were
performed to identify cities with abnormally high or low employment rates. Examples of
identified outliers included Carver and Victoria. Carver is a known commuter city and had
relatively low employment rates for those who would be employed in the city of Carver in 2040,
and Victoria had comparably low employment rates. The team also used the planned land use
documents provided by Carver County to verify that Victoria would be developed into an
emerging suburban edge by the year 2040 with residential developments to draw a connection
that Victoria would likely become a commuter city similar to Carver.

Project population change heat map created by Adriana Aatcheson, Planner at Carver County

A heat map showing projected percent change helped to visually identify the communities in
Carver County that were expected to have the highest proportionate growth. These heat maps
were later cross referenced with other heat maps and visual, map-based representations of the
ridership and other data.
Demographic Indicators
The project team identified a few demographic indicators to look at for this project. The goal was
to understand the demographics of Carver County residents as they related to population
density, different communities within the county, and the availability of transit. These
demographic indicators included age, income, and car ownership.
The team used open source public data from a database and mapping software site called
SocialExplorer that created heat maps for a given demographic indicator based on a given area

size like census tract or zip code. Based on the data available, the team made connections and
inferences about communities within the county with higher proportions of residents over the
age of 65 and did not notice any strong connections between lack of transit options and
communities with high proportions of households under a certain income level.

Heat map created using Social Explorer showing the areas with higher proportions of residents over 65

Heat maps of the other demographic indicators were also compared to the heat maps of the
transit providers to look for any correlations or stark contrasts between transit usage, potentially
accessibility, and the demographics of Carver County. The SW Transit routes were also overlaid
on different population and demographic heat maps to look for differences in population and
demographic density and access to these transit hubs.
To further strengthen the inferences made by the project team, demographic and behavioral
survey information would have been helpful in order to utilize the most recent and accurate data
on the demographics of the residents of Carver County. Car ownership data was available on
SocialExplorer, but the team felt that the upcoming survey from Carver County would yield
better results about not only car ownership rates but car ownership behavior, like carpooling,
frequency of use, and purpose for use.

Other data that the project team felt would have been helpful would have been population
density on a better scale. Large separations like census tracts were available to segment the
population and see densities, but the project team would have liked to be able to use smaller
segments in order to study population density within shorter distances of transit hubs. This
would have helped the team to better understand the county’s current transit system as it
relates to the idea of “the last mile”, which is a generally accepted value of 0.25 miles that
people are willing to walk to transit.

Heat Maps
All the heat maps for this project were either auto-generated by Social Explorer for the
demographic information available online or were created by planners at Carver County. The
project team sorted the data and formatted it to be easily read and used for the creation of heat
maps.

Infrastructure Maps
The infrastructure maps were created as part of another project at Carver County, but allowed
the project team to compare heat maps and locations of crucial infrastructure within the county.
The team was also able to look at identified communities of interest from the population
projections and heat maps on these infrastructure maps to gain an understanding of what
communities might be lacking infrastructure and may need transit to access hospitals, grocery
stores, etc.

Healthcare providers map created by Carver County

Supporting Data
The project team’s analysis and recommendations were based on the data available at the time
of the project, but could have been more strongly supported by other information. As mentioned,
behavioral information about the residents of Carver County, their reasons for using transit, and
their current usage patterns might have helped the team better determine any areas or
demographics of the population who are currently being underserved. Information about the
population density in smaller segments on a map would have helped to understand better where
the population is concentrated within cities and towns. Both of these additional data sets would
have been helpful to understand the “last mile”.

